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The Renaissance of Rosé
Like a pearl necklace...
it’s only sometimes out of fashion
We asked Holly Bellingham-Turner why she thought rosé wine has come back into vogue.
of skin contact. Both Provencal rosé and
these pale clarets became the wine of
kings and aristocrats whose wives and
mistresses would have been dripping with
pearls.
Its popularity continued for hundreds of
years - but declined rapidly, outside of
France, post the second World War with
the advent of a flood of almost fuchsia
pink super sweet rosé wine in triangular
shaped bottles... by the 1980s it was as
much of a cliché as “a twin set and
pearls”!

“Let’s look back, before we look to the
present” Said Holly. “The ancient Greeks
took wines and vines to southern France
around 600 BC, when they founded the
city of Marseille, and the French wine
industry was born. Paler wines were
considered superior to darker red wines,
a sentiment that lasted well into
the Middle Ages. The marriage of Henry
Plantagenet to Eleanor of
Aquitaine opened the Bordeaux region
to the English market.
The pale clarets from Bordeaux were
starting to gain the world's attention, and
the most prized clarets were, according to
wine historian Hugh Johnson, the vin
d'une nuit or "wine of one night" which
were pale-rosé colored wines made from
juice that was allowed only a single night

It’s a common misconception that rosé
wine is a blend of red and white wine.
With the exception, of some “bubblies”, it
certainly shouldn’t be! In most parts of the
world blending red and white still wines is
highly frowned upon; in France, it is an
illegal practice.
Excluding those grape varieties known, by
the French term ‘teinturier’, the majority of
red grapes have white flesh tinged with
green and the juice produced is clear.
Rosé wine comes in every shade of pink,
from the palest shade of peach to deep
shades of strawberry. The colour of rosé
wine will be defined, like any wine, in part
by its grape varietals, but more crucially by
the maceration process, which is the
length of time the grape juice has contact
with its crushed skins. As with most things
in life - timing is crucial!
For years, rosé wines were ignored by
many wine aficionados who saw it as the
poor relation of its red wine cousins.
However, in recent years, there has been

a quantum leap in its popularity
throughout the world. I’m glad to say is no
longer seen as just being a girl’s drink!
Dry rosé has been rediscovered globally
as a pleasurable, versatile wine that
complements today's lifestyles. I think
that there are two main reasons for the
rosé explosion.
First and foremost, it’s fun! Rosé is a
cheerful wine that seems to go hand in
hand with good times and good friends.
Rosé wines are usually associated with
lazy summer days enjoying a picnic in the
countryside or on the beach, or a braai or
barbecue.
However, its approachability and
adaptability to different cuisines mean that
it need never be out of season. Many
foodies see rosé as the ultimate pairing
wine, as it complements dishes as diverse
as warming Thai and Indian curries to
cooling fruit salads or cheese. “Rather like
pearls,” laughs Holly - “because they too
have their place at everything from a Ball
to a Barbecue!”
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Let’s introduce you to some new friends!
For several years, Sumaridge Estate Wines has produced a range of three “Lifestyle” wines, predominantly
for the European export market.
Sumaridge decided that their South African friends and clients
were missing out on some very approachable wines.
Accessible, both in terms of quality and price, Sumaridge has
decided to rename and relabel these wines and launch them in
South Africa and relaunch them internationally under their new
names with labels that encapsulate the stories behind the
names.
Over this, and the next two editions of Through the Grapevine.
Wine maker Walter Pretorius will give a critique of each of the three
wines, but here’s a sneak preview of the labels, stories behind their
new names, together with photo’s that illustrate the inspiration
behind their livery.
The first to be released will be the Sumaridge 2017 rosé wine
- “TARA”

world, her story having been told in the late Mark Shand’s
wonderful, award winning book “Travels on my Elephant”.
Tara is best described as a “lady of a certain age” and is now
enjoying the autumn of her years in privileged and, somewhat
pampered, retirement at Camp Kipling within the national park of
Kanha in Madhya Pradesh.
Mark’s adventures lead to him becoming an ardent conservationist,
and Tara was the inspiration behind “Elephant Family” a charity
dedicated to helping elephants and people coexist in harmony.
Mark was a dear friend of both Holly and Simon and the figurative
image of a man represents the reunion of an elephant and a man
who shared a close but enigmatic bond.
For every bottle of Tara that Sumaridge produce,
a donation will be made to Elephant Family.
Cognisant of the maritime influences on their wines,
and that their vineyards grow on some of the most
ancient soils on earth, it was decided to name the
Sumaridge Bordeaux Style white blend “Klipkop”.
Named in admiration of the Khoisan people, who
walked and lived along the shores of the Cape from
time immemorial. The Khoisan people are known to
have lived in caves in Klipkop, the “stone head”, now
known as Hoy’s Koppie, over 70,000 years ago.
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While rising to only 75 metres above sea level,
standing alone above the town, Hoy’s Koppie is an
impressive landmark, frequently referred to as “the
jewel of Hermanus”. The Hermanus Cliff Path
Management Committee have also found
evidence of ancient pathways along our shores.
For every bottle of Klipkop that Sumaridge
produces, a donation will be made to CPMC to
go a little way to helping them preserve the
town’s beloved 11 km cliff path and Hoy’s
Koppie.

Holly and Simon are the first to admit that naming the
Sumaridge rosé wine “Tara” is somewhat whimsical.
Holly said, “In November 2015, Simon and I were lucky enough to
compete in a fundraising , and hair-raising, 600km tuk–tuk rally in
India. The rally called “Travels to my Elephant” climaxed in meeting
Tara, and we saw for ourselves that Tara’s ears are a elegant shade
of pink!” Tara is, perhaps, the most famous Asian elephant in the

The last leg of the rally

f path down to the sea
Looking along the clif

The Sumaridge Bordeaux style red blend will be
launched under the Name “Bushell”, so named in
honour of Roger Bushell whose parents, Ben and
WALK
ER
Dorothy, lived in Hermanus, and whose life, and
death, are commemorated on the cairn memorial overlooking the
Old Harbour. Proudly South African, but a RAF Squadron Leader,
he was the chief protagonist in the escape from Stalag Luft III, that
was the inspiration behind the Hollywood blockbuster “The Great
Escape”, a somewhat fictionalised version of very real events, in
which Sir Richard Attenborough played Roger Barlett, the
Hollywood alias for Roger Bushell whose prison camp pseudonym
was“Big X”. These events - and many others - are accurately
described in Simon Pearson’s gripping biography of Bushell, “The
Great Escaper”.
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For every bottle of The Bushell that Sumaridge produce, they will
be making a donation to the Royal
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The steps leading to the summit of the koppie

British Legion South Africa.
Internationally acclaimed Hermanus
Artist, Ed’ Bredenkamp was
commissioned to design the labels.
Ed’, has a passion for elephants and
is a fervent advocate of wildlife
conservation, said
“I was delighted when Holly
approached me. Holly outlined
some ideas that she had had, and
explained the stories behind the
names. After that I was given free
rein and I let my imagination run
wild!”
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The memorial above the Old Harbour in Hermanus

And finally after 600kms of perilous roads - Simon gets to meet Tara.

When he is not deep in the bush observing elephants, you’ll find Ed’
Bredenkamp engrossed in his passion at his studio.

Attenborough and McQueen in “The Great Escape.”
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Tara rosé 2017

Elephants, wine and art - a strange
combination?

Our vineyards growing in the Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Valley approximately 8km from the
South Atlantic Ocean yields high quality grapes. Our Tara Rosé is carefully crafted with
early harvested Merlot (75%), Cabernet Franc (15%) and Malbec (10%) grapes. South
East facing vineyards with a variation of deep alluvium and rock ironstone soils. Planted
at +/- 4000 vines per hectare at an altitude of 210 - 230m above sea level.
All the grapes were picked by hand on the cool morning of 2nd March 2017. Grapes were
sorted by hand at the cellar, before being chilled, destemmed and crushed then left in the
press to soak for 4 hours’ skin contact. All three cultivars were processed together creating an
exciting ‘Bordeaux’ field blend. A long gentle press cycle was followed and the juice left to
settle for two days.
Selected yeast strains were used to inoculate and a cold fermentation took nearly three weeks
to complete in stainless steel tanks with temperatures not exceeding 14°C. The wine was
left on its fermentation lees for a further three weeks then racked and prepared for
bottling. Not needing any time to mature in bottle this wine will be ready for
consumption by the middle of June 2017.
This wine shows a light colour with a beautiful bouquet of strawberries, red apple
and candy floss. A good crisp acid gives the wine a refreshing and lingering finish.
Elegant in style;

Walter Pretorius.

Photo credit: Mary Powys.

This soft easy drinking wine is ideally served chilled, and is easily paired with
most dishes. My favourite pairing? Sunshine and good company!
It’s no coincidence that Sumaridge wanted to feature Tara and
Elephant Family in the edition of “Through the Grapevine” that
coincides with Hermanus FynArts and the Violet & Anne
Bellingham Memorial Trophy exhibition that will be displayed in
the Sumaridge Tasting Room over June. Art has played a huge
part in making Elephant Family what it is today and both art and
wildlife are passions of both Simon and Holly.
Elephant Family officially came to life on 1st September 2002 and is
the only UK charity solely dedicated to protecting one of the biggest
and most intelligent animals of all – the Asian elephant. Today as few
as 40,000 elephants survive in the whole of Asia - a 90% decline
compared to a century ago.
It all started in 1989, when the late and very great adventurer, Mark
Shand, set eyes on a begging elephant called Tara and saved her
from the streets of India. It was love at first sight for Mark. Tara gave
him an insight into the dangers facing her wild Asian cousins and the
growing imbalance in India between remote communities and the
natural life of elephants. What started as a whim for Mark soon
turned into a passion.
Holly says “Mark was a quite extraordinary man; utterly beguiling
and charming, I doubt whether anyone who met him didn’t fall
slightly in love with him. That said, you instinctively knew when he
was in 200% Elephant Family money raising mode. There was no
point in trying to run or to hide. His reach was that of “BFG” and,
from this Big Friendly Giant of a man, in personality, if not, in stature,
there was simply no escape. Heaven forfend, if he gave you his
“Paddington Bear hard stare”. There was only one answer: “Yes of
course we’ll help you Mark.”
However, on the occasion I had to call him to say that I had been
bidding, on line, and had momentarily left my laptop, when our new
kitten had climbed aboard and managed to submit a colossal bid…
..he just guffawed with laughter, and sorted out the problem!”
Holly went on “There is to me, a bittersweet irony in Tara living at
Camp Kipling. In probably his most famous poem, “If”, Kipling wrote,
“If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, or walk with Kings
- nor lose the common touch...” This exemplifies Mark Shand.
He had no compunction in using his infamous “little black book” of
family and friends, and their further networks of family and friends, to
raise funds for his most beloved of causes – Elephant Family”.
Much of the headline fund raising both in the U.K. and the U.S.A.,
was, and is, through getting artists and designers to adorn

everything from elephants and eggs to tuk-tuks. It’s difficult to name
any eminent 21st century figure in the world of art or fashion who
has not been strong-armed into helping raise huge amounts of
money for the charity, ably assisted by world renowned auctioneers,
to extract every possible penny or cent from the audience.
Holly said “The extraordinary thing was that Mark would leave
palaces, and, as soon as possible, get on a ‘plane to wherever, in
Asia, he felt the need was greatest”. No high-faluting or grandiose
western ideas were, or are, imposed on the small rural communities,
so desperately in need of help. Nor upon the elephants. Expert
local conservationists and local people are consulted to ensure that
every penny that is raised will be spent in the most efficacious of
ways. The charity with Ruth Powys firmly at its helm aided by a
small team, is run on a shoestring budget out of a miniscule office in
London’s East End, belying perhaps its reach and influence from
Hollywood to the palaces of London, but most importantly over the
future of the people and elephants in the dozen or so countries that
Elephant Family continues to help.
To date Elephant Family has funded over 160 projects across six
Asian elephant range states: India, Thailand, Indonesia (Sumatra),
Malaysia (Borneo), Myanmar and Cambodia, and have helped
reduce human-elephant conflict by as much as 90% in the areas
they have so far reached. They are a charity determined to stand
between the Asian elephant and extinction and are committed to
finding solutions that help create safe homes for both elephants and
people.
Following Mark’s death T.R.H. The Prince of Wales and, Mark’s
sister, The Duchess of Cornwall agreed to become joint Presidents
of the charity.
Holly concluded, “Rarely will Simon or I ever raise a glass of Tara
without thinking of Mark and his legacy, Elephant Family, and all that
it continues to achieve”.
www.elephant-family.org
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SOUTH AFRICA v ENGLAND...
Originally from KZN, John and Dinniel Leppan moved to
Hermanus some twenty years ago and together with their two
children, James and Megan, have become as much a part of the
Hermanus landscape as Hoy’s Koppie!

...THE COOK OFF!

Firm in the belief that Dinniel would come up with something spicy,
Holly opted for a dessert that would both complement Tara, and act
as a cooling postscript to Dinniel’s spicy fare!

Bunny Chow Hermanus Style

It was John that encouraged Simon and Holly to buy their first
house in Hermanus, and the two families have been close friends
for many a long year.

“Bunny Chow has a long Durban history, and may well have
been the first South African street food,” said Dinniel, and
laughingly continued, “but let me assure Holly’s English mates
that it is 100% rabbit free!”

All the Leppan family are very sporty, but when John and James are
enjoying being on or in the sea - Mother and daughter relish the
opportunity to indulge in their other shared passion - cooking.
Megan is zealous about baking and come October, top of Holly’s
Christmas to do list is ordering one of Megan’s delicious Christmas
cakes! When it comes to Dinniel, she has a love of all things spicy.
While her (secret recipe) chilli sauce is much coveted, it is
guaranteed to make your eyeballs sweat! It’s a case of “you can
take the girl out of Durban - but you can’t take Durban out of the
girl”!
Knowing that the June edition of Through the Grapevine coincides
with the advent of winter in South Africa and (hopefully) of summer
in England, we challenged the two friends to come up with two
recipes, appropriate to their respective seasons to pair with Tara the
newly launched Sumaridge rosé.

Summer Pudding

Ingredients (Serves 4-6 people):
• 2 large white loaves
• 4 tbsp oil
• 2 onions, chopped
• 2 garlic cloves, chopped
• 1 tsp ginger, chopped
• 1 tsp fennel seeds
• 1 tbsp Magi Masala
• 2 tbsp curry powder - to your
taste. My choice... the
"mother in law’s” extra hot!
• 6 ripe tomatoes, chopped

• 500g beef/ mutton... your
choice, cut into bite size
pieces
• 1 bay leaf
• 1 tsp sugar
• Water
• 5 potatoes, peel and
quartered
• 1 sprig curry leaves
• Coriander, chopped for
serving

Method:
Heat the oil, add fennel seeds and cook for 2 minutes. Add the
onions, garlic, ginger and sweat, over medium heat, until onions
soften. Add Magi Masala and curry powder and stir until blended.
Mix in the tomatoes. Delete When nicely combined Add the meat
and allow to sauté for a few minutes, taking care not to let it burn.
Add about half a cup of water, sugar and the curry leaves and
simmer covered for about 30 minutes, checking it regularly and
adding more water if needed. Add the potatoes and simmer it until
they are cooked and the meat is tender. The cooking time will differ
depending on your choice of meat.

Dinniel & Holly discussing recipes, a good excuse for a glass of wine!

Holly says “It’s as characteristically English as Wimbledon, stress-free to
make and with a little flair can be made to look mouth wateringly tempting.”
I garnished this one with some Cape Gooseberries out of respect for Dinniel!
And they add a touch of contrast to bring out the zing of the red berry juice.

To serve, place the quarters of hollowed out white bread - “the
bunnies” on to the serving plates, and spoon in the delicious
mixture of meat, vegetables, herbs and spices - “the chow”.
Garnish with fresh coriander and, if you are feeling brave some
slithers of chilli peppers.

Method:
Grease a one litre pudding basin or flat fixed bottomed cake tin, and line with cling
film or glad wrap, making sure there are no gaps and that there is plenty hanging
over the sides to wrap the top.
Take off any berry stalks. If you are using strawberries hull them and cut them into
quarters or halves depending on their size. Keep some of the fruit for garnish.

Ingredients (Serves to 6-8 people):
• A little oil or butter for greasing
• 1 kg of mixed summer berries (strawberries,
raspberries, blackberries, blueberries,
redcurrants & blackberries - it doesn’t have to
be all of them)
• 150 grams of caster sugar
• Juice of 1 small orange
• Vanilla pod or a few drops essence (optional)
• 7 or 8 thick slices of a large white loaf and
Jamie Oliver’s top tip of a couple of 2 tbs of
berry jam (optional)
• Mint & icing sugar
• Cream, crème fraiche or yogurt

Put all the fruit in a saucepan together with the orange juice and vanilla.

There are a few side dishes you can add if you feeling adventurous...

Cook over a low heat for 5 minutes or so until the sugar is dissolved the fruit is
bleeding its juice. Leave to cool and remove the vanilla pod if you have added one.
Strain off and retain the juice.

Cucumber Raita:

Cut the crusts off the bread. Jamie Oliver’s suggestion of putting jam on the bread
prevents the bread getting too soggy - but it’s neither traditional or compulsory.
Cut the slices to entirely line the bowl or tin, making sure that there are no gaps. (If
you coat the bread with jam - don’t forget the jam goes on the inside)

• 1 cucumber grated and put in a strainer
to drain the liquid
• 1 clove garlic crushed

Gently spoon in the fruit and add about two thirds of the strained juice (keep the rest
for later), cover the top of the bowl or tin with the remaining bread (jam side down if
you are using it), and pull up the overhanging cling film/glad wrap up the top.

• 200 ml natural yoghurt

Place a saucer or plate on it with a heavy weight on top - a 2k bag of sugar does the
trick.

• 2 Tbsp lemon juice

Put it in the fridge for a minimum of 6 hours or overnight. Open delete up the cling
film/glad wrap and invert the bowl or tin onto a dish. The juices will have flowed
through the bread, giving a raspberry ripple effect. If you prefer it to be a consistent
colour, apply the retained juice with a pastry brush. Garnish with the remaining fruit, a
few mint leaves and just before serving a dusting of icing sugar, it turns red in the
blink of an eye! Serve with a large bowl of cream, crème fraiche or yogurt.

• 2 Tbsp fresh chopped mint

Never quite know what this
dish is actually called:

Sambals:

• 2 tblsp Mrs Balls Hot/ Mild Chutney

• 2 tomatoes finely chopped

• 1 cup milk
Mix together

• 2 green chillies, chopped (optional, but
for me NOT negotiable!)

Add 1 peeled and sliced banana

• Splash of white wine vinegar

• Half an onion finely chopped

• Salt and pepper
Add all ingredients together

• Pinch cayenne pepper
Mix together the yoghurt, garlic, mint,
lemon juice and cayenne pepper, then
add to the cucumber. Mix together well
and chill for 30 minutes.

Hot or not, enjoy
your bunny!
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Wine Village - a gateway to “Heaven on Earth”
For the past nineteen years Wine Village - Hermanus has filled its
shelves with premium wines while keeping an eye on, and being
great supporters of, the fast growing and ever changing
landscape of neighbouring Hemel-en-Aarde valley.

Hermanus talk as much as wine stories. These wine stories are

When the Sumaridge tasting room was closed for a revamp a
couple of years ago, Paul and Cathy jumped to their rescue and a
Sumaridge “pop up” was up and running in Wine Village in the blink
of an eye! Holly and Simon attribute “Team Wine Village” for whetting
their appetites to explore the valley, its vineyards and wines, long
before the thought of ever becoming owners of a vineyard ever
crossed their minds. But the seed was sown! As Simon says “ they
are so enthusiastic about the wines that they stock, that it’s easy to
be persuaded to explore and experience new wine adventures.”
Simon went on “The Wine Village Team have that wonderful knack
of imparting their knowledge, without in any way patronizing
customers who may have little knowledge of South African wines in
general - let alone those of the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley”.

For the love of all things wine Paul and Cathy did not stop with the
wine shop. The Wine Village also plays host to a monthly wine club
and an annual wine festival. The Wine Village Wine Club gathers on
the first Tuesday of every month and guests are treated to an
entertaining wine education presented by a winemaker. Wines are
tasted, discussed and offered at a reduced price to attendees.
Clients are welcome to sign up as wine club members to receive
notification of these events.

Owners of Wine Village, Paul and Cathy du Toit are very much part
of the Hermanus community and their wine shop at the start of the
Hemel-en-Aarde Road is an extension of the surrounding wine
routes. The couple has made it their mission to offer the best of the
South Africa in liquid format. This comes in different bottle sizes that
attest to the Du Toit’s philosophy of service excellence.
The Wine Village is more than a wine shop. It’s a place where people
linger to taste wines and craft gins while receiving an informal tutorial
by the knowledgeable and quirky Paul and his passionate staff. It’s a
place where people stop to announce their arrival or return to
Hermanus, buy a celebratory bottle of something special or stock up
on bottles of easy drinking wine for weekend get-togethers. It’s a
wine shop with so much more than wine.

plentiful and bring every bottle to life with an interesting history or
family tale ready to be shared.

Then there is the much anticipated Hermanus Wine & Food Festival
that takes place, this year over the second weekend in August, and
coincides with another local favourite - the Kalfiefees. Hermanus
Wine & Food Festival (very much Paul and Cathy’s “baby”), is when
producers from all over the Western Cape gather in Hermanus to
offer their best wines to the festival audience. New vintages and
recently released wines are poured and wine lovers have the
opportunity to ask questions and share observations with the people
behind the brands.
Whether you visit the shop, wine club or festival one thing remains
for sure. You will walk away having experienced an inspiring glimpse
of the magical world of wine. And you will return for more.
Join them for a fine wine time! www. Winevillage.co.za

Here you can navigate your way through red wine and white wine
selections, a variety of craft beers, newly released gin passionately
distilled to perfection, an ever-growing selection of Méthode Cap
Classique, brandies, port... There is much to appreciate and much
to consider. A bottle for every and any occasion.
If you are not one to make your way around such diversity fear not.
Expert staff are at hand for guidance and advice. As you step into
Wine Village the first person that visitors are likely to meet is Hester.
Hester has been with the Du Toits for many years and knows the
producers and clients equally well. Step a bit further down the wine
aisles and you will find a Du Toit ready to catch up with on

Holly and Walter fly the flag at the 2016 Food and Wine Festival.

Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Valley, Hermanus, South Africa.
Tel: 028 312 1097 GPS: -34° 22' 1.416" , 19° 15' 19.116"
www.sumaridge.co.za

